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replacement of liquid electrolyte and has 
the potential to achieve improved safety, 
higher energy density, and longer cycle 
life than current commercial lithium-
ion batteries with liquid electrolytes.[17] 
Despite significant research efforts, only 
a few Li SIC materials exhibit an ionic 
conductivity of >10−3 S cm−1 at room tem-
perature, and some Li SICs suffer from 
limited stability, poor interfacial compat-
ibility, or high cost in processing and 
manufacturing.[6,7,18] A strong need exists 
for fundamental understanding of these 
SIC materials in order to design and  
discover new Li SIC materials.

A Li-ion conductor material is com-
prised of a mobile Li-ion sublattice 
hosted in a crystal structural framework 
of immobile polyanion groups. The 
empty space in between these polyanion 
groups hosts Li ions as Li sites and forms 
interconnected channels. Li ions migrate 
among the sites through these channels, 

contributing to overall ionic transport. Well-known crystal 
structural frameworks of SICs include NASICON structure of 
LiM2(PO4)3 (M = Ge, Ti, Sn, Hf, Zr) compositions,[19] garnet 
structure of LixLa3M2O12 (5 ≤ x ≤ 7, M = Nb, Ta, Sb, Zr, Sn) 
compositions,[20] and LGPS-type structure of Li10+xM1+xP2−xS12  
(0 ≤ x ≤ 1, M = Si, Ge, Sn) compositions.[21] Recent studies 
have demonstrated that the crystal structural framework deter-
mines Li sites, migration pathways, and the energy landscape, 
and particular crystal structural frameworks are optimal 
for low energy barrier Li ion migration.[10,22,23] For example, 
the crystal structural framework with a body-centered cubic 
(bcc) anion sublattice, such as found in LGPS and Li7P3S11, 
has been shown to have an energy landscape with the lowest 
barrier compared to other anion sublattices, such as in face-
centered cubic and hexagonal close packed sublattices.[10] 
However, some SICs with crystal structural frameworks of 
non-bcc anion sublattices, such as lithium garnet (e.g., LLZO) 
and lithium NASICON (e.g., LATP), also exhibit high Li+ 
conductivities as high as ≈10−3 S cm−1 at RT. It remains an 
open question as to what features of these crystal structure 
frameworks enable super-ionic conduction.

Due to their unique crystal structural frameworks, SIC mate-
rials have highly mobile Li-ion sublattices, which are drastically 
different from those in typical solids (Figure 1). The disordered 
Li sublattice of SICs facilitates the transport of a large number 
of Li ions and yields high ionic conductivity. In the disordered 
Li sublattice, the Li-ion diffusion mechanism is also distinctive 
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1. Introduction

Fast ionic conductors are a critical component of many elec-
trochemical devices, such as batteries, fuel cells, sensors, 
and electrochemical membranes.[1–5] Lithium super-ionic 
conductors (SICs) are a unique class of materials exhibiting 
high Li ionic conductivity of >10−3 S cm−1 at room temper-
ature (RT).[6–11] Currently known lithium SICs, including 
Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS),[12] garnet Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO),[13,14] and 
NASICON Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP),[15,16] exhibit compa-
rable conductivities to those of commercial liquid electrolytes. 
An all-solid-state battery uses Li SICs as an solid electrolyte in 
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(Figure 1d–f). Compared to isolated, individual Li+ hopping 
in typical solids (Figure 1a–c), the concerted migration of 
multiple Li ions exhibits a lower migration energy barrier and 
is demonstrated as a key diffusion mechanism in SICs[24–26] 
(Figure 1d–f). The energetics of the Li-ion sublattice are greatly 
affected by the strong Coulombic interactions among Li ions 
in addition to the interactions with the crystal structural frame-
work. For example, as shown by computational studies of 
lithium garnet, the Li sublattice exhibits disordering at certain 
Li concentrations as a result of the geometrical frustration.[27–29] 
In addition, the Li garnet and other SICs have partially occu-
pied, disordered Li sites within a short distance of <2 Å, which 
corresponds to a continuous large volume of Li+ probability 
density as revealed by atomistic modeling (Figure 1f).[10,24] 
Since the crystal structural framework determines the Li sites 
and energy landscape, a key question is what crystal structural 
framework can provide these unique Li sublattices of SICs.

While high-throughput screenings of crystal structural 
frameworks were conducted,[30–32] a number of fundamental 
questions regarding the quantitative features of crystal struc-
tural frameworks have not been answered. Among well-known 
SICs, such as LGPS, garnet, and NASICON, shared structural 
features among these crystal structural frameworks are not 
obvious and are yet to be quantified.[23] Quantitative descrip-
tion and analysis of crystal structural frameworks are needed 
for identifying the common features in these new SICs. For 
example, while the bottleneck size of the diffusion channel 
within a crystal structural framework is known to be critical for 
ion migration, the optimal values of the bottleneck size for Li+ 
migration have yet to be identified. A short distance between 
Li sites is hypothesized to facilitate Li migrations, but is yet to 
be quantitatively confirmed.[10,22,23] Moreover, it is still not clear 

what features of the crystal structural frameworks of SICs can 
provide a disordered Li sublattice. Therefore, quantitative anal-
yses of crystal structure framework are needed for identifying 
common features of SICs and for guiding the future discovery 
of SICs.

In this study, we performed a systematic analysis of the 
crystal structures of SICs and revealed their unique key fea-
tures using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simula-
tions and topological analyses. We identified that SICs have 
enlarged Li sites given by large local space in the crystal 
structural framework and that these sites are associated with  
significant positional disordering of Li ions, which promotes 
fast ion diffusion (Section 2.1 and 2.2). We systematically 
analyzed the crystal structural frameworks of all Li-containing 
oxides and sulfides in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database 
(ICSD). From these analyses, we quantified multiple shared 
features of the crystal structural frameworks of known SICs 
(Section 2.3). On the basis of these quantified features, we per-
formed high-throughput screening among all known lithium-
containing oxide and sulfide compounds for identifying fast 
ion conductors (Section 2.4). Our high-throughput screening 
uncovered all known SICs, which confirmed the validity of 
our approach and quantitative features, and discovered many 
crystal structural frameworks that have the potential to be fast 
ion conductors. Using density functional theory (DFT) compu-
tations with AIMD simulations (Section 2.5), we studied these 
newly identified crystal structural frameworks and confirmed 
15 structures with appropriate substitution levels are fast ionic 
conductors with extrapolated Li+ conductivities greater than 0.1 
mS cm−1 at 300 K. Our study revealed the key features of crystal 
structural frameworks of SICs and provided guidance for future 
discovery of fast ion-conducting materials.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Li sublattice and Li+ diffusion mechanism in a–c) typical non-SIC solids, e.g., Li2S versus d–f) an SIC, e.g., garnet LLZO. 
a,d) Schematic illustration of Li+ diffusion pathway in the crystal structural framework (upper) and the energy landscape for Li+ migration (lower). 
b,e) Li sublattice and Li+ diffusion mechanism of isolated, individual Li+ hopping in typical solids versus concerted migration in an SIC. c,f) Li+ 
probability density from AIMD simulations describing the positional distribution of Li ions.
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2. Results

2.1. Unique Li Site in SICs

We first highlight distinctive features of SICs that are absent 
in non-SIC materials. The SICs exhibit a disordered Li sublat-
tice, which is critical to achieve high ionic conductivity. In addi-
tion to the partial occupancy disordering of the Li sublattice, 
i.e., disordering with a large number of Li+ configurations in 
the Li sublattice, SICs also exhibit positional disordering on 
some Li sites, where Li+ moves over a spread of closely spaced 
positions within a short period of time. Here we found this 
positional disordering often happens on sites that we refer to 
as “enlarged Li sites,” which have a large local space suitable 
for Li+ occupation at multiple positions as shown by topological 

analyses (Experimental Section). The positional disordering on 
these enlarged sites is reflected by the instantaneous Li posi-
tions and Li+ probability density from AIMD simulations, 
which is also consistent with the Li sites determined from 
experimentally observed ion nuclear density.

The positional disordering of Li ion on the enlarged Li site is 
confirmed by the real-time positions of Li ions in AIMD simu-
lations. As observed in AIMD simulations, Li ions move rapidly 
over a spread of locations within the enlarged site during a frac-
tion of picosecond. This rapid movement of Li ions is under 
the typical vibrational frequency of ions and is different from 
ion hopping among different sites. The Li+ probability density, 
which is calculated as the fraction of time the Li ion occupied 
each spatial position (Figure 2b,c), has an ellipsoid-like (as in 
LGPS and LLZO) or an irregularly elongated Li+ probability 
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Figure 2. Li-ion probability density and Li sites of non-SIC versus SICs. a) Crystal structures of Li2S, Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), Li10Ge(PS6)2 (LGPS), and 
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP). b) Li+ probability density from AIMD simulations at 900 K. c) The cross-section of Li+ probability density from the blue 
plane in (b). ρmax refers to the highest Li+ probability in the cross-section. Comparison of Li+ probability density between d) Li sites from diffraction 
experiments and e) Li nodes predicted from topological analysis. In SICs, the Li+ probability density shows significant positional disordering of Li ions 
around the enlarged sites with a large local space. All isosurface is the average probability density in the material.
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density (as in LATP), suggesting positional disordering of the 
Li ion. The nonspherical shape of these Li+ probability den-
sities from AIMD simulations also agrees with ion nuclear 
density obtained from neutron diffraction analyses in previous 
studies.[7,29,33–38]

As a result of this positional disordering, this enlarged site is 
commonly treated and fitted as split sites in Rietveld refinement 
of diffraction experiments. The experimentally determined 
structures of most SICs have split Li sites (Figure 2d).[24,37–40] 
For example, LGPS has two neighboring split Li1 sites within a 
short distance of 1.5 Å and a partial occupancy of 0.466,[38] which 
correspond to a Li-ion probability density with an elongated 
ellipsoid shape (Figure 2) and agree with the ion nuclear den-
sity from neutron diffraction experiments.[36,37] Similarly, cubic 
phase LLZO has two neighboring 96h sites only 0.8 Å apart with 
a partial occupancy of 0.44.[40] The physical meaning of these 
closely spaced split sites with partial occupancy is the positional 
disordering of Li ion as shown by the Li+ probability density 
from AIMD simulations (Figure 2) and by the ion nuclear 
density from neutron diffraction.[29,35,41,42] This positional 
disordering on enlarged Li sites is also reflected as a large or 
anisotropic atomic displacement parameter (ADP) in fitting the 
diffraction patterns of these structures.[29,35,37,42] Site splitting or 
ADP, which are commonly used for better fitting such enlarged 
Li sites in SICs, are usually not necessary for typical materials.[35] 
For example, in Li2S, the thermal vibration of Li ions is centered 
to the equilibrium sites, corresponding to spherical, symmetric, 
localized Li+ probability density (Figure 2c). Therefore, the 
enlarged Li site is a unique feature in SICs.

This positional disordering of enlarged Li site is directly 
related to the large local space in the crystal structural frame-
works of the SICs. In the crystal structural frameworks of the 
SICs, the polyanion groups are arranged in a specific manner 
(More details provided in the Supporting Information) so as to 
provide a large local space for accommodating a Li ion in a range 
of positions. The enlarged site is confirmed by the presence of 
a group of Li nodes (definition and description is provided in 
the Experimental Section) in the crystal structural framework, 
which indicates a large local space (Figure 2e). As shown in 
the next subsections, LGPS, LLZO, and LATP have enlarged Li 
sites with sizes of 3.3, 2.4, and 5.2 Å, respectively. Therefore, 
the enlarged Li site is a direct result of these unique crystal 
structural frameworks (Section 2.2). The unique enlarged Li 
sites in SICs may represent a locally flat energy landscape and 
enhance the disordering of Li sublattice for fast ion conduc-
tion in SICs, as further elaborated in Section 3. In summary, 
the enlarged Li sites in SICs are consistently reflected as large 
local spaces in the crystal structural framework, an elongated Li 
probability density as observed in real-time Li+ dynamics from 
AIMD simulations, and the partially occupied neighboring sites 
and ion nuclear density from diffraction experiments.

2.2. Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework

Using topological analysis (Experimental Section), we analyzed 
the local space in crystal structural framework that can be occu-
pied by Li ions. As shown in LGPS (Figure 3), LLZO (Figure 2e), 
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Figure 3. Topological analysis of LGPS. a) Crystal structure framework of LGPS after removing all Li ions. b) Voronoi nodes (green) with radii 
representing local space in the crystal structural framework. c) Li nodes after considering the chemical environment such as bond valence and cation 
distances. d) Li+ probability density (yellow) from AIMD simulation at 900 K and Li nodes (green spheres) and their connections (bars) representing 
the Li+ diffusion channels. e) Predicted Li sites from groups of Li nodes in agreement with f) experimental Li sites.
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and LATP (Figure 2e), the topological analyses of the non-Li 
crystal structural framework provide Li nodes and diffusion 
channels (Figure 3d), which are in good agreement with experi-
mental sites from diffraction characterization (Figure 3e,f) and 
Li+ probability density from AIMD simulations (Figure 3d). For 
example, in LGPS, the predicted Li sites (Figure 3e) agree well 
with experimental Li1 to Li4 sites in LGPS (Figure 3f).[36–38] It 
is worth mentioning that the Li4 site was previously neglected 
in the earliest reports of the LGPS structure,[36–38] but our topo-
logical analyses were able to successfully predict this site based 
on the non-Li crystal structural framework. In addition, the 
network of Li+ diffusion channels, as formed by connecting the 
Li nodes, agrees well with the actual diffusion channels shown 
by Li+ probability density from AIMD simulations (Figure 3d). 
Therefore, topological analysis of the crystal structural frame-
work with basic chemical considerations reproduces Li sites 
and Li+ diffusion channels. These agreements demonstrate the 
intrinsic physical correlation of the Li sublattice and diffusion 
network with the crystal structure framework.

The topological analysis revealed that the enlarged Li site in 
LGPS, which is represented as two neighboring Li1 sites from 
experiments (Figure 3f), is a large local space for occupying a 
Li ion, as shown by a group of four Li nodes with large radius 
(Figure 3d). Due to the Li+ positional disordering on this local 
space (Figures 2 and 3), the group of Li nodes is treated as 
a single enlarged Li site (Figure 3e) calculated with a size of 
3.3 Å (Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework 
section in the Experimental Section). Therefore, the enlarged 
Li site originates from the large local space within the crystal 
structural framework. Similarly, the topological analysis also 
confirmed that the enlarged sites in other SICs such as 96h 
sites in LLZO and M1 sites in LATP also correspond to a large 
local space (Figure 2). A quantitative analysis of these enlarged 
Li sites in a large number of materials is shown in Section 2.3.

2.3. Quantifying Crystal Structural Framework

To quantify the key features of crystal structural frameworks of 
fast ion conductors, we performed topological analyses on all  
Li-containing oxides and sulfides from the ICSD.[43] We first 
quantified the percolation radius of diffusion channels, which 
is crucial for the Li+ migration barrier. The percolation radius is 
defined as the maximum radius of a sphere that can percolate 
across at least one direction of the structure. The percolation radii 
for oxides and sulfides are summarized in Figure 4a,b. The perco-
lation radii are 0.54, 0.62, and 0.72 Å for garnet LLZO, LISICON 
Li14Zn(GeO4)4,[44] and NASICON Li1.2Al0.2Ge0.2Ti1.6(PO4)3,[45] 
respectively. The percolation radii are 0.61, 0.64, 0.67, and 0.58 Å 
for LGPS, Li7P3S11,[46] β-Li3PS4,[47] and LiZnPS4,[48] respectively. 
We found that the percolation radii of known SICs fall within a 
narrow range of 0.54–0.72 Å (Figure 4a,b). This observation con-
firms that the diffusion channel size of SICs should not be too 
small or too large for low-barrier ion migration.[22,23]

A 3D-connected diffusion network in the crystal structural 
framework is crucial for fast ion conductors. As shown in our 
topological analysis (Section 2.2), the connection of Li nodes, 
which are spaces to accommodate Li ions, can accurately 
represent Li+ diffusion channels, consistent with Li+ probability 

density from AIMD simulations (Figures 2 and 3). For those 
materials with decent percolation radii within the aforemen-
tioned range, we quantify the connectivity of Li nodes in crystal 
structural framework by calculating the minimum distance d 
that can connect Li nodes to form a 3D percolation network 
(Section 2.2). The node–node connection provides a good repre-
sentation of diffusion pathways, as Li nodes directly correspond 
to the local space for Li ions (Figure 3d). A short distance d sug-
gests good connectivity of the Li diffusion network and a likely 
low energy barrier for ion hopping. Among these materials, we 
found only small distances of 2.2, 1.9, and 1.9 Å are needed to 
connect Li nodes in LGPS, LLZO, and LATP, respectively. In all 
SIC compounds, Li nodes form a 3D percolation network with 
a minimum node distance of less than 2.5 Å (Figure 4c,d).

The enlarged Li site with large size was identified in 
Section 2.1 as a key feature of SICs. For materials with both good 
percolation radius and good diffusion network, we analyzed the 
size of the large Li site and found that the size of the enlarged 
site in known SICs is larger than other materials. For example, 
the size of the largest site is 3.3, 2.4, and 5.2 Å for LGPS, LLZO, 
and NASICON LATP, respectively (Figure 4e,f). Therefore, 
the enlarged Li site is given by a large local space of crystal  
structural framework and is a key feature of SIC materials.

In summary, a few key features of the crystal structural 
frameworks of SICs were quantified and identified in our 
topological analyses. Most SICs have a percolation radius of 
0.5–0.75 Å and enlarged Li sites with a local space size larger 
than 2.2 Å to host Li ions. In addition, the Li nodes in SICs 
are connected by a short distance of <2.5 Å, forming a well-
connected diffusion network. From our histograms, we find 
that a large number of materials can satisfy these features, sug-
gesting an opportunity for materials discovery.

2.4. High Throughput Screening for Fast Li-Ion Conductors

Here, using the identified features of structures, we performed 
high-throughput screening for the crystal structure frameworks 
that shared the same features of known Li-ion conductors. Our 
high-throughput screening started with all Li-containing oxides 
and sulfides, a total of 5537 and 510 compounds, respectively, 
from the ICSD. The screening steps are described as follows. 
The cutoff values of each screening criteria were chosen based 
on the value ranges of known SICs identified in Section 2.3. 
The compounds that passed each screening step are summa-
rized in Figure 5 and Tables S1–S6, Supporting Information.

 Step 1. Basic Materials Check: We excluded the compounds 
that have any of the following attributes: having number of 
elements <3, containing radioactive elements, having no 
or wrong oxidation states, containing water molecules (i.e., 
hydrates), containing anion sites with disordering or partial 
occupancy, containing more than one anion species, and 
having more than 500 sites. This step leads to 2866 oxides 
and 157 sulfides to further screen by topological analyses.
 Step 2. Percolation Radius: To have low migration energy, 
the structures require an adequately large percolation radius. 
We selected the compounds with a percolation radius of 
>0.5 Å for oxides and >0.55 Å for sulfides.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2019, 1902078
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 Step 3. 3D Diffusion Network: The structures should have a 
3D-connected diffusion network and we screened for those 
structures in which Li nodes are connected with a minimum 
distance of <3 Å.
 Step 4. Enlarged Li Site: Since the enlarged Li site is a feature 
of SICs, we selected crystal structural frameworks that have 
enlarged Li sites with a size of >2.2 Å (Topological Analysis 
of Crystal Structural Framework section in the Experimental 
Section). 704 oxides and 40 sulfides (Tables S3 and S4, Sup-
porting Information) passed these three criteria (Steps 2–4) 
out of 2866 oxides and 157 sulfides (after Step 1) analyzed.

 Step 5. Practical Considerations: We excluded a few well-
explored ternary oxide systems and some oxides with cer-
tain elements. We excluded the following compounds: all 
Li–X–O ternary compounds, where X is S, I, Si, C, P, Al, 
Ge, Se, B, or Cl, and Li–P–S; oxide compounds containing 
certain transition metal elements, such as Fe, Mn, Ni, Ti, 
Mo, V, or Co, or containing N, Re, Ho, Hf, Ru, Eu, Lu; 
compounds in which Li and other elements share the same 
site, which may block Li diffusion channel. These excluded 
compounds are in Tables S5 and S6 in the Supporting 
Information.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2019, 1902078

Figure 4. Histograms of the features of crystal structural framework of Li-containing oxides and sulfides. The percolation radius of the crystal structural 
framework for a) oxides and b) sulfides. Minimum connection distance of Li nodes for forming a 3D percolation network in c) oxides and d) sulfides 
with good percolation radius. Size of the site with largest size in e) oxides and f) sulfides with good percolation radius and 3D connection network. 
Values for representative SICs, e.g., LGPS, LISCISON (Li14Zn(GeO4)4), garnet (Li7La3Zr2O12), and NASICON (Li1.2Al0.2Ge0.2Ti1.6(PO4)3), are marked.
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 Step 6. Unique Structure Framework: We grouped the 
compounds that have the same crystal structural framework 
regardless of ionic species and represented each group with 
a unique crystal structure framework.

In summary, our high-throughput screening obtained 76 
and 13 unique crystal structural frameworks of oxides and 
sulfides that shared the same features as known fast Li-ion 
conductors, as summarized in Table 1 with representative 
compounds for each unique crystal structural framework. The 
list of all compounds that adopt each unique crystal structural 
framework is provided in Tables S2–S4 in the Supporting 
Information. Among them, there are known SIC oxides, 
such as lithium garnet, NASICON, Li3M2(PO4)3 (M = Fe, 
Sc, Cr),[49,50] and LISICON, and known SIC sulfides, such as 
LGPS, LiZnPS4, Li7P3S11, and β-Li3PS4 (Table S2, Supporting 
Information). In addition to those SICs summarized in 
Table 1, other known fast ion conductors such as perovskite 
LixLa2/3−x/3TiO3 (LLTO), β-alumina,[51] argyrodite Li6PS5X 
(X = Cl, Br, I),[52] and antiperovskite Li3OCl[53] also meet most 
structural screening criteria. LLTO and lithium β-alumina 
were excluded as 2D conductors, although exhibited other key 
features such as large percolation radius and enlarged Li site. 
Argyrodite Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I) and antiperovskite Li3OCl 
(Figure S7, Supporting Information) were excluded as mixed-
anion systems but would otherwise pass all screening cri-
teria. In summary, our high-throughput screening uncovered 
crystal structural frameworks of known SICs and discovered  

potential new fast Li-ion conductors that exhibit similar 
percolation radii, good diffusion networks, and enlarged  
Li sites.

2.5. New Li-Ion Conductors

We further performed AIMD simulations to evaluate Li-ion 
diffusion in the structures obtained from high-throughput 
screening. For each crystal structural framework, we selected 
one representative composition (Tables S7 and S8, Sup-
porting Information). Since an appropriate level of Li content 
is required to activate fast ion diffusion in crystal structural 
framework, we applied aliovalent substitution to change the 
Li concentration (see Experimental Section) until the aver-
aged Li occupancy, which is the ratio between the number of 
Li ions and the total number of predicted Li sites, reached the 
range of 0.5–0.8. For most compounds studied, Li content is 
increased to fill newly predicted Li sites in the crystal structural 
framework. This substitution strategy is based on the previ-
ously demonstrated successes of cation substitution in crystal 
structural framework to achieve SICs, such as Li stuffing in the 
garnet structure Li3M3Te2O12 (M = La, Y, Pr, Nd) to LLZO[20] 
and in NASICON structure LiTi2(PO4)3 to LATP.[19] As shown 
by He et al.,[24] inserting Li ions into high-energy sites may 
activate a concerted migration of multiple Li ions and signifi-
cantly decrease the migration energy barrier. The calculated 
energy above hull Ehull of doped compositions are summa-
rized in Tables S7 and S8 in the Supporting Information. Only 
those doped compounds with a reasonable phase stability of 
Ehull < 50 meV per atom were further studied for ion diffusion 
in AIMD simulations.

In order to screen a large number of candidates with limited 
computational resources, we adopted a scheme of AIMD simula-
tions to calculate the Li+ conductivity at two temperatures 1150 
and 900 K (First Principles Computation Screening of New 
Materials section in the Experimental Section). The results are 
plotted according to the conductivity at two temperatures similar 
to ref. [54]. Those compounds falling within the light blue region 
(Figure 6) may have extrapolated Li+ conductivity of >0.1 mS cm−1 
at 300 K and all known SICs fall within this region. The ability to 
uncover known SICs validates our screening scheme consisting 
of high-throughput structural analyses, DFT calculations of 
materials substitution, and AIMD simulations.

Our AIMD simulation screening identified 15 candidates 
that are predicted to have extrapolated Li+ conductivity of 
>0.1 mS cm−1 at 300 K. The exact compositions, substitu-
tion methods, phase stabilities, and calculated diffusional 
properties of these fast Li-ion conductors are summarized in 
Table 2 with the Arrhenius plots shown in Figure S8 in the 
Supporting Information. Among these compounds, the doped 
LiTaSiO5 and doped Li6KBiO6 show highest predicted Li+ 
conductivity of >1 mS cm−1 at 300 K, comparable to known 
oxide SICs. These doped compounds all have decent phase 
stability with Ehull < 50 meV per atom. Better substitution 
strategies may be further explored to optimize stability and 
Li-ion conductivity. Some compounds have expensive or toxic 
elements such as In, or Pb, and other compositions in the 
same structures can be explored to replace the undesirable 
elements.[21,55]

Adv. Energy Mater. 2019, 1902078

76 oxides and 13 sulfides

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)
Li oxides Li sulfides

5537 510

2866 1571

2

3

4

5

6

2212 114

983 59

704 40

229 36

76 13

Figure 5. Workflow of high-throughput screening of Li-containing oxides 
and sulfides for crystal structure frameworks with the same features of 
known Li-ion conductors.
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The materials that do not show high extrapolated ionic con-
ductivity of >0.1 mS cm−1 at 300 K are shown in the white 
region of Figure 6 and are listed in Tables S9 and S10 in the 
Supporting Information. Given our limited computation tests, 
we only explored a few substitution elements and compositions. 
For some crystal structural frameworks that exhibited poor 
diffusion, good ion conductors may be possible in different 
compositions using different substitution methods. For those 
doped compositions that are excluded due to poor phase 
stability, different substitution methods may achieve composi-
tions with good stability. Further studies are needed to identify 
and optimize the compounds to design fast ion conductors.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we systematically quantified the crystal structural 
frameworks of lithium SICs, and identified their unique 
features that result in fast Li-ion conduction. One of the 
newly noted key features is the enlarged Li site given by large 
local space of crystal structures promoting Li disordering. 
As revealed by the topological analysis, the enlarged Li site 
corresponds to a large local space larger than 2.4 Å in size and 
can be occupied by Li ion at multiple positions within a very 
close distance. Li ions move rapidly within the enlarged site, 
in contrast to thermal vibration centered to the equilibrium 
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Table 1. High-throughput screening results for the crystal structural frameworks of potential Li-ion conductors. Each unique crystal structural 
framework may have a number of compositions (Tables S2–S4, Supporting Information). Compounds that pass further AIMD screening for high Li+ 
conductivity are highlighted.

ICSD ID Composition ICSD ID Composition ICSD ID Composition

Known SICs 100169 Li3.5Zn0.25GeO4 69763 LiGe2(PO4)3 422259 Li7La3Zr2O12

50420 Li3Sc2(PO4)3 180319 Li3PS4 95785 LiZnPS4

188887 Li10GeP2S12 157654 Li7P3S11

Compounds with high potential to be SICs 635 Li2Hg(PO3)4 51754 Li3Al(BO3)2 192496 Li2B3PO8

1044 Li2WO4 59640 Li4Zn(PO4)2 195819 Li2Ga2GeS6

1045 Li2WO4 60948 Li3In2(PO4)3 200520 LiPr(WO4)2

1123 LiP3PbO9 65260 Li4KAlO4 202116 Li3NaGeO4

1411 Li4PbO4 65764 LiZnPO4 237524 Li3CuB3O7

1485 Li2TeO4 66137 LiAlSiO4 238234 Li2FeGeS4

1897 Li2W2O7 67535 LiGeBO4 241234 Li3Sc(BO3)2

2149 LiCuP3O9 67991 Li14Be5B10O27 247216 Li6CuB4O10

2929 LiAlSiO4 68653 Li6Y(BO3)3 248343 Li3B(PO4)2

4317 Li2TeO3 71035 Li6KBiO6 249215 Li6CuB4O10

8237 Li2ZnSiO4 72098 Li3AlGeO5 250678 Li2TeWO6

14235 LiAlSi2O6 73124 Li4KNbO5 262642 Li2In2SiS6

15395 Li2WO4 73150 Li5B7S13 279578 Li2Al(BO2)5

15415 LiAl(Si2O5)2 73151 Li9B19S33 291512 Li2NaB(PO4)2

26451 Li2Te2O5 74860 LiAl(PO3)4 291513 LiNa2B5(PO7)2

26836 Li4SiGe3O10 78326 Li10Si2PbO10 380104 Li3BS3

30909 Li3Ba2(PO3)7 79098 Li12CsNa3 (GeO4)4 413371 Li7NbO6

31316 LiScO2 79352 LiZnPO4 415208 LiEuPS4

31941 Li2ZrO3 79616 LiSr(BS2)3 415336 Li9Nd2(PS4)5

35250 Li14K2Pb3O14 82277 LiBiO3 416877 LiLa(PO3)4

35252 Li8Nb2O9 86458 Li3Sc2(PO4)3 417653 Li6Y3(PS4)5

36475 Li2.1W0.9Nb0.1O4 88785 Li2GeTeO6 423127 LiIn(WO4)2

37084 Li3KPbO4 90849 LiSi2BO6 424079 Li2B8SeO15

38250 LiK(PO3)2 91496 LiScP2O7 424834 Li3SbS3

38324 Li3KGeO4 92708 LiAlSiO4 425763 Li4MnGe2S7

39464 LiNbGeO5 93013 LiBa(B3O5)3 427399 LiCs(B3O5)2

39648 LiTaSiO5 94355 Li3In(BO3)2 429249 Li3AsW7O25

40245 Li3BiO3 96914 LiGaS2

50612 Li2AlBO4 97909 LiAlSiO4

50950 LiZnPO4 172184 Li9Ga3P8O29

51314 LiAlB2O5 182033 LiNbO3
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positions of a regular site. As observed in AIMD simulations, 
Li ions occupy a spread of spatial positions within the enlarged 
site over a short period of time, forming an elongated, nonsym-
metrical Li-ion probability density (Figure 2) or ion nuclear 
density. In the crystal structures determined by Rietveld refine-
ment from diffraction experiments, such enlarged Li sites 
show high anisotropy and large ADP, and are often fitted as 
multiple partially occupied close-neighboring sites, as reported 
in LGPS, garnet LLZO, and argyrodite.[29,35–38,40–42,56,57] Further 
studies are still needed to understand the mechanisms of the 
enlarged Li site and Li positions in specific crystal structures 
and to experimentally verify them using local characterization 
techniques.

Having Li ions at multiple positions promotes the disordering 
of Li sublattice, since the multiple positions of Li ions and their 
fast movements among them significantly increase the entropy of 
Li sublattice.[28] In addition, the significantly increased flexibility 
of Li-ion positions in large sites leads to an energy degeneracy of 
the Li sublattice, i.e., a large number of configurations exhibits 
similar energies, which induces geometrical frustration of the Li 
sublattice.[27–29,58,59] The strong Coulombic interactions among Li 
ions further complicate the energetics of the Li sublattice. For 
example, in garnet LLZO (Figure 1), the Li-ion configuration has 
a known pattern where an occupied 24d site leads to unoccupied 
nearest-neighbor 96h sites, but occupied next nearest-neighbor 
96h sites, as a rearrangement within an enlarged site (i.e., two 
96h).[35] The resulting configuration of the Li sublattice may 
exhibit an incompatible symmetry with the crystal structural 
framework, thus inducing geometrical frustration of the Li sub-
lattice as revealed in lithium garnet.[27,29] Therefore, the enlarged 
Li site promotes the disordering of the Li sublattice in SICs.

The enlarged Li sites and disordered Li sublattice also facili-
tate Li-ion diffusion. Li ions migrate easily within the enlarged 
site, and these enlarged sites have good connectivity with 
other sites to percolate through the structure. Furthermore, in 
a disordered Li sublattice, a large number of different Li con-
figurations provide a variety of Li-ion hopping modes between 
many possible disordered Li-ion configurations (Figure 1). The 
ion diffusion pathway with the lowest energy barrier would 
occur with an exponentially higher rate according to the Arrhe-
nius relation. As a general phenomenon, frustrated systems 
for a wide range of physical phenomena are featured with 
correlated transition between states.[27–29,58,59] As reported in 
previous studies, the dominant diffusion mechanism in SICs 
is the concerted migration of multiple Li ions,[24–26,28] which 
can be understood as a correlated transition between two Li+ 
configurations. Such correlated transition has a low migration 
barrier in a disordered sublattice (Figure 1).[24] In contrast, 
for an ordered Li sublattice with one symmetric ground-state 
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Figure 6. Screening results of AIMD simulations. The product of 
conductivity and temperature at 900 and 1150 K for known Li SICs and 
the representative compounds of newly predicted structures (legend in 
original composition). The light blue region corresponds to the region 
of extrapolated σ300K > 0.1 mS cm−1 from the conductivities at 1150 and  
900 K. Polymorphic structures are asterisked: LiZnPO4* (ICSD-50950), 
LiZnPO4** (ICSD-79352), Li2WO4* (ICSD-1044), and Li2WO4** 
(ICSD-1045). The known SICs are numbered: 1) Li7P3S11, 2) β-Li3PS4,  
3) Li2Zn0.5PS4, 4) LGPS, 5) LISICON: Li14Zn(GeO4)4, 6) Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 
(LATP), 7) Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), and 8) Li5/16La9/16TiO3 (LLTO).

Table 2. New Li-ion conductors predicted by AIMD simulations.

ICSD ID Original composition Doped composition Ehull [meV per atom) Ea [eV] σ at 300 K [mS cm−1] Error bound [σmin, σmax] [mS cm−1]

2929 LiAlSiO4 Li1.25Al1.25Si0.75O4 42 0.28 ± 0.02 1.3 [0.65, 2.8]

8237 Li2ZnSiO4 Li2.5Zn0.75SiO4 12 0.20 ± 0.06 3.1 [0.28, 35]

39464 LiNbGeO5 Li1.25Nb0.75Sn0.25GeO5 31 0.30 ± 0.04 0.24 [0.046, 1.2]

39648 LiTaSiO5 Li1.5Ta0.5Zr0.5SiO5 28 0.23 ± 0.02 6.4 [3.0, 14]

60948 Li3In2(PO4)3 Li3.5In2P2.5Ge0.5O12 29 0.26 ± 0.03 1.4 [0.46, 4.4]

71035 Li6KBiO6 Li6.5KSn0.5Bi0.5O6 22 0.21 ± 0.02 5.7 [2.1, 16]

78326 Li10Si2PbO10 Li9SiPPbO10 8 0.35 ± 0.04 0.14 [0.027, 0.67]

91496 LiScP2O7 Li1.33ScSi0.33P1.67O7 32 0.28 ± 0.07 0.17 [0.009, 3.3]

172184 Li9Ga3P8O29 Li9.5Ga3Ge0.5P7.5O29 40 0.33 ± 0.06 0.12 [0.01, 1.4]

237524 Li3CuB3O7 Li3.17CuB2.83Be0.17O7 50 0.31 ± 0.06 0.32 [0.027, 3.7]

241234 Li3Sc(BO3)2 Li3.375Mg0.375Sc0.625(BO3)2 21 0.37 ± 0.06 0.10 [0.0062, 0.80]

262642 Li2In2SiS6 Li3Al3S6 0 0.32 ± 0.03 0.53 [0.13, 2.2]

291512 Li2NaB(PO4)2 Li2.25NaB(P0.875Ge0.125O4)2 41 0.26 ± 0.06 1.0 [0.083, 12]

291513 LiNa2B5(PO7)2 Li2Na2BeB4(PO7)2 41 0.30 ± 0.06 0.14 [0.011, 1.7]

425763 Li4MnGe2S7 Li6MgAl2S7 0 0.31 ± 0.05 1.2 [0.18, 7.7]
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configuration, the ion migration mode is limited to the isolated, 
individual ion hopping, which often has a higher energy barrier 
(Figure 1). The disordering of the Li sublattice plays an impor-
tant role in activating multi-ion concerted migrations with low 
barrier and in enabling a super-ionic conductor.

In this study, topological analyses of crystal structural frame-
work with basic chemical considerations are demonstrated as a 
highly effective technique to quantitatively describe and identify 
local space for Li occupancy, Li site, and Li diffusion channels, 
which have good agreements with ab initio calculations and 
diffraction experiments. Such simple topological analysis can 
serve as a useful tool for predicting Li sites in complex struc-
tures and for quantitatively understanding the local space in 
crystal structures. This technique can be further extended to a 
wide range of ionic materials with mobile Na, Mg, O, F, and 
H ions.

Our high-throughput topological analyses on all known Li-
containing oxides and sulfides, including SICs, provide quan-
titative understanding of crystal structures. All SIC oxides and 
sulfides have crystal structural frameworks with decent percola-
tion radius of 0.5–0.75 Å, well connected diffusion networks with 
a Li-node distance of <2.5 Å, and an enlarged Li site of >2.2 Å 
in size. According to topological analysis, the enlarged site is a 
result of a slightly distorted anion polyhedron that provides a 
large space for accommodating Li ions at multiple positions. This 
may explain why the crystal structures of known SICs, such as 
LGPS, LLZO, and NASICON, have such large unit cells and are 
distorted compared to close-packed structures, whereas highly 
symmetrical crystal structures are generally more closely packed 
and do not have large local space for such enlarged Li sites.

Our high-throughput screening has identified all crystal 
structures that exhibit features similar to those of known SICs 
and has confirmed that many of these structures are good 
Li-ion conductors with increased Li concentration after aliova-
lent substitution. In our identified structures, we found that a 
large number of these crystal structures are based on polyanion 
groups of P, Si, Ge, or B, which can form complex crystal struc-
ture frameworks with the required combination of percolation 
radius, enlarged site, and diffusion network connectivity. Some 
of these compounds may be difficult to synthesize especially 
at high substitution concentration, due to the favorable forma-
tion of stable impurity phases, such as phosphate, silicate, and 
borate. Our high-throughput screening also found some com-
pounds with less explored cations, such as Sc, Y, In, Nb, and 
W, may provide desirable crystal structural frameworks. Some 
excluded structures with transition metal elements (summa-
rized in Tables S5 and S6, Supporting Information) may also 
have good frameworks for fast ion conduction. For example, 
the well-known Li-ion conducting Chevrel phase, LiMo6S8, 
was found to contain all required features of SICs. In sum-
mary, our high-throughput computational screening uncovered 
many new structures that have the potential to be fast Li-ion 
conductors. For each crystal structural framework, there are a 
number of compounds and many possible doped compositions. 
For example, lithium garnet and NASICON are known to have 
a wide range of cation and Li concentrations combinations in 
their crystal structure frameworks. In addition, given the ele-
ments in some compounds may be expensive, toxic, or difficult 
to synthesis, the exploration of different cations as substitutions 

may be essential for practical usage of the materials. Since we 
only screened a small number of doped compositions, many 
potential compositions that may have better stability or conduc-
tivity have yet to be identified. Our work only studied known 
existing crystalline structures, and there is great promise in the 
exploration and discovery of new crystal structures, amorphous 
glass materials, and novel mesoscale materials. Furthermore, 
for the ion conductors to be used as solid electrolytes, many 
additional properties such as electrochemical stability and inter-
face compatibility need to be considered (Supporting Informa-
tion). Nevertheless, our study provides valuable resources for 
further computation and experiments to design and discover 
new Li-ion conductors.

4. Experimental Section
First Principles Computation: All DFT calculations in this study were 

performed using Vienna ab initio simulation package[60] within the 
projector augmented-wave approach. Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof[61] 
functionals based on generalized-gradient approximation were adopted. 
The parameters in static DFT calculations were consistent with the 
Materials Project.[39,62,63]

Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics Simulation: AIMD simulations were 
performed in supercell models using nonspin-polarized DFT calculations 
with a Γ-centered k-point. The time step was set to 2 fs. The initial 
structures were statically relaxed and were set to an initial temperature 
of 100 K. The structures were then heated to targeted temperatures at 
a constant rate by velocity scaling during 2 ps. During the estimation 
of Li-ion diffusion, NVT ensemble (fixed number of atoms, volume and 
temperature) using Nosé–Hoover thermostat[64] was adopted. The total 
time of AIMD simulations were in the range of 100–1000 ps until the 
diffusivity was converged. The ionic diffusivity and conductivity were 
calculated following the established method in ref. [65]. The probability 
density of Li ion was calculated as the fraction of time that each spatial 
location is occupied.[24]

First Principles Computation Screening of New Materials: For each 
crystal structural framework identified by high-throughput screening, 
a representative compound was selected and aliovalent substitution 
was performed to change the Li content in the compound. For each 
compound, the average Li occupancy, i.e., the ratio between the number 
of Li ions and the total number of predicted Li sites, was set to the range 
of 0.5–0.8. One or several dopants were selected and tested according 
to the substitution probability.[66] The phase stability for all doped 
compositions was calculated and the compounds with poor stability 
were rejected, which have energy above the hull Ehull of >50 meV per 
atom.

For initial diffusional screening, AIMD simulations were performed at 
two temperatures 1150 and 900 K to screen doped compounds with good 
phase stability. The materials were excluded with σ1150K < 33 mS cm−1,  
which would not likely to be super-ionic at RT and would have large 
errors in estimating ionic conductivity from AIMD simulations.[65] The 
ionic conductivity follows an Arrhenius relationship

exp0
a

B
T E

k T
σ σ= −


 


  (1)

where σ is conductivity, T is temperature, σ0 is the pre-exponential 
factor, Ea is activation energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a 
material to have σ300K > 0.1 mS cm−1, the criterion, 1.1 log(σT)1150K < 
log(σT)900K − 0.16, should be satisfied, where σ is in unit of mS cm−1 
and T is in unit of K. The materials that pass this AIMD screening were 
further studied in AIMD simulations at five temperatures.

Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework: In order to quantify 
the features of the crystal structural framework and to predict Li sites, 
topological analysis of the crystal structural framework was performed 
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using the Voronoi–Dirichlet partition algorithm implemented in 
Zeo++.[67,68] The analysis was performed on the non-Li crystal structural 
framework generated by removing all Li ions in the structure and used 
the crystal ionic radius for all ion species.[69] For sites with partial 
occupancies of multiple cations, the ion species with the smallest crystal 
ionic radius were used. For example, the site shared by Ge4+ and P5+ in 
LGPS was treated as P5. The Voronoi–Dirichlet partition was performed 
on the non-Li structural framework. According to the algorithm of 
Voronoi–Dirichlet partition, the non-Li structural framework was 
decomposed into multiple Voronoi–Dirichlet polyhedrons, where centers 
of the polyhedron were ions of the non-Li structural framework.[67,70,71] 
Any point within the region of the polyhedron is closer to the center 
ion than any other ions. The Voronoi node is the vertices shared by the 
polyhedrons and physically corresponds the center of local void space 
that may occupy a sphere with the maximal radius r, i.e., the size of 
Voronoi node.

Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework—Li Node: Each 
Voronoi node was further screened to remove those with chemical 
environments that were unsuitable for accommodating Li ions similar 
to previous studies.[30–32] Any Voronoi node that was too close to other 
non-Li cations within the cutoff distance of 2.3 and 2.5 Å for oxides and 
sulfides, respectively, was removed, while Xiao et al. used a Coulomb 
repulsion interaction for similar screening.[31] These values of the cutoff 
distance were determined by analyzing Li-containing oxide and sulfide 
compounds, as shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. In 
addition, the bond valence was calculated for every Voronoi node and 
the Voronoi nodes with poor values of bond valence were considered 
unsuitable for Li-ion occupancy and were removed. While Avdeev et al. 
employed bond-valence mismatch for such purpose,[32] a cutoff range 
of bond valence was set for potential Li sites as 0.5–1.2 for oxides and  
0.4–1.1 for sulfides, which were chosen to reproduce known experimental 
Li sites in Li2O and Li2S (Figures S2–S6, Supporting Information). 
Voronoi node that meets these chemical considerations is called “Li 
node.” In this study, Li node was used as a quantitative description and 
measure of local space for accommodating Li ions in a crystal structural 
framework (Section 2.2).

Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework—Li Site: In the 
topological analysis, Li sites were predicted from groups of Li nodes 
(Figure 3). The Li nodes were grouped if their corresponding spherical 
spaces overlapped with each other. The position of a predicted 
Li site was set as the geometrical center of the group of Li nodes, if 
the maximum value of dij, the distance between any two nodes i and 
j, was smaller than 1.8 Å. If the distance between any two nodes was 
larger than 1.8 Å, the largest nodes that were separated by a distance 
of >1.8 Å were selected as the predicted Li site. To measure the total 
local space of the Li site, the size of a Li site was defined as the value 
of ri + rj + dij, where dij is the maximum distance between node i and 
node j among all possible pairs of nodes within the predicted site, and 
where ri and rj are the radius of node i and j, respectively. The size of a 
Li site is an approximate measure of the total local space of a Li site, 
and some sites with a large size of >2.2 Å are classified as “enlarged Li 
sites,” which is a new feature not considered in previous studies.[30–32] 
As shown in Section 2.2, the predicted Li sites are in excellent agreement 
with the experimental Li sites (Figure 3e,f), suggesting the validity of the 
topological analysis in identifying existing and new Li sites.

Topological Analysis of Crystal Structural Framework—Diffusion 
Channel and Network: The ion diffusion channels were constructed 
by connecting Li nodes. The connection of Li nodes better 
represents the diffusion channels compared to the connection of 
Li sites because Li nodes directly correspond to local space for Li 
ion occupancy (Section 2.2). These diffusion channels are in good 
agreement with Li+ trajectories from AIMD simulations (Figure 3). 
To quantify the connectivity of a 3D Li-ion diffusion network, the 
minimum node–node distance d that connects Li nodes to form a 3D 
percolated network was determined. A smaller value of d indicates 
that smaller distances are required to connect nodes to form a 3D 
network, and so represents better 3D connectivity of the Li+ diffusion 
network.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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